
The Last Kiwi
Game Play

CAPSULE
You must protect your capsule for the 
duration of the game. If your capsule is 
destroyed you lose the game.

PORTALS
As the game progresses more and more 
portals will spawn.  Destroy them all to 

trigger the final boss fight.

CRAFTING

RESOURCES: 
Metal
TNT

Whale Blubber
Magic Walrus Eye

Players can access the crafting HUD by pressing C.

DEFENSES:
Metal Wall
Mine

Laser Turret

OBJECTIVES

WEAPONS MONSTERS

STORY

In order to keep up with the waves of 
monsters players will need to use 
resources dropped from monsters 
to craft weapons and defenses. 

PISTOL
The starting weapon. Shoots 3 shot 
burst. Land all 3 shots to kill a hugger.

ROCKET LAUNCHER
Does area of effect damage on impact.
Deals extra damage to portals.

MACHINE GUN
High fire rate and damage over time. 
Good for taking out large groups of 
monsters from long range.

FORCEFUL HUGGER
The weakest enemy.  It will run towards 
the player dropping mines until it gets 
close enough to self destruct.

ZOMBIE SNAKE
Fast and hard to hit.  This monster 
shoots a poison cloud at players and 
spits out puddles of acid.

SPACE WHALE
Slow but hard to kill.  The space whale 
shoots rockets and a bubble gun.

MAGIC WALRUS
A glass cannon.  The magic walrus 
shoots a powerful laser and teleports.

EVIL 
PROFESSOR C.
The final boss.  After destroying all portals the evil 
professor will spawn.  He charges players and 
slams them with his fist along with a wide range of 
fiery attacks.  Defeat him to win the game. 

FLAMETHROWER
Does AOE damage over time.  Good for 
taking out large packs of enemies.

LASER GUN
Auto locks onto enemies and does high 

single target damage.
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The year is 2156 and you are the last kiwi.
Transported into an alternate dimension by an evil professor you must survive the terrors of the 

void or risk your species extinction. 
In order to get back to your dimension you must repair the capsule you arrived in.  However the In order to get back to your dimension you must repair the capsule you arrived in.  However the 
evil professor is determined to make sure you do not return and is sending his fiercest creations 
to finish you off.  Defend your capsule and gather resources from the monsters you defeat to build 

structures and weapons. Find a way to stop the monster attacks in order to escape.
It is time. Fight or flight, and we all know kiwi’s can’t fly.

Good Luck.


